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Unlimited private hospital cover

specialists on a payment arrangement,  

 

 

all 

plus some additional chronic conditions

A high savings account and an unlimited 

 

day-to-day healthcare needs

Additional cover through the DEB when 

visits, consultations via video call with 

tests, antenatal consultations and some 

Access to specialised, advanced medical 

 

and non-invasive prenatal testing

 

when travelling

Key features
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Classic Classic Delta Classic Zero MSA

Any private hospital

the Delta Network

Any private hospital

the Delta Network

Any private hospital

 

GPs and other healthcare 

conservative back  

or neck treatment

 

your Annual Threshold

Medical Savings Account 

Medical Savings Account

 

your Medical Savings Account

Not available  

on this plan

provides access 

to certain healthcare 

services once your yearly 

allocated MSA is used up

  

  

  Antenatal consultations and pregnancy scans 

  Blood tests

  

  

with paediatricians

 

 

Not available  

on this plan

 

your Annual Threshold

  Not available  

on this plan

 

approved chronic  

medicine in our 

you may have a 

co-payment on the 

by the pharmacist.

approved chronic 

co-payment applies.

approved chronic  

medicine in our  

you may have a 

co-payment on the 

by the pharmacist.

approved chronic 

co-payment applies.

 

approved chronic 

medicine in our  

you may have a 

co-payment on the 

by the pharmacist.

The Comprehensive Series 
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Related accounts

Specialists we have a payment arrangement with Full cover

Specialists we don’t have a payment arrangement  Classic |  

 

 

your Annual Threshold.

 

Hospital cover
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Hospital cover

R207 000

R142 200

R40 000 

applies to each prosthesis.

Major joints surgery 

 

a provider in our network.

 

 

 

Prosthetic devices used  

 

R25 500  

R51 000

or more levels applies, limited to one 

Mental health

admissions.

hospital account.
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to authorisation and the Scheme’s rules.

 

This amount varies, depending on your age  

pay the related accounts, which include the dental 

conservative dentistry, such as preventive 

 

Dental limit

However, all dental appliances, their placement, and 

 

it is calculated by counting the remaining months  

in the year.

R2 050

R5 250

Day clinic

R930

R3 400

Hospital cover
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Specialists we have a payment arrangement with Up to the agreed rate

Specialists we don’t have a payment arrangement with

accumulate to the Annual Threshold.

Day-to-day cover

Single 
member dependant 

Two 
dependants

Three or more 
dependants

*

Classic

Antenatal classes

 

and orthodontic treatment*
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Medicine
Single 
member dependant 

Two 
dependants

Three or more 
dependants

*

Classic

 

vaccines and immunisations

* 

 

 

* Classic

Hearing aids Classic

*   If you join the Scheme after January, you won’t get the full amount because it is calculated by counting the remaining months in the year.
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Main  
member Adult *

Classic

Classic Delta

Classic Zero MSA

Annual Medical Savings Account amounts**

Classic

Classic Delta

Classic Zero MSA No Medical Savings Account

**

All Plans 

*  We count a maximum of three children when we work out the monthly contributions, annual Medical Savings Account and Annual Threshold.

**  If you join the Scheme after January, you won’t get the full amount because it is calculated by counting the remaining months in the year.

Annual Threshold amounts


